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“Could a greater miracle take
place than for us to look through
each other’s eyes for an instant?”
Henry David Thoreau

Playing Cougars
with lighting design by
William Riegal, New York

Mother and Child II and
Striding Youth from The Troupe
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Creating Momentum by Bart Walter
A year in motion set the tone for my

Back from college, my daughter Becky

creative output since our last newsletter.

came into the studio to give me a second

First, I was off to the mountains of

opinion on my new work. The implied

Tennessee to select immense boulders

movement in the bull moose study

for a project with the Hunter Museum

caught her eye and she turned to me and

of American Art; then, to Wyoming to

asked me to sculpt a trotting horse. I

oversee installation of my four boisterous,

earnestly explained I was exhausted and

life-size cougars at a private residence

this could not happen for a variety of rea-

and on to New Jersey to lecture at a

sons; all of which she dismissed as feeble

public library celebrating the acquisition

excuses. So, before Becky left that

of Wild Imaginings. Thankfully, I spent a

evening, there was an armature for a

few blissful weeks tromping through the

horse study on my sculpture stand.

back country of Yellowstone in July; and
January saw me stalking wading birds in
Florida with charcoal and paper.

Soon, I began observations at a
nearby farm where I sculpted a field
study of a lively thoroughbred mare.
This taught me a great many things, yet

Together they formed a moving unit.

seemed incomplete until I added the
pesky foal which had been blocking my
view and attempting to nibble the

I returned from Yellowstone with a

likeness of her mother. Together they

lovely elk study and ample excitement

formed a moving unit. To sculpt either

which I funneled into studio work. On a

one apart would show them out of

whim, I sculpted a bull moose, then a pair

context. Because of our own pesky

of wrestling bears, a trotting lion and

daughter, I sculpted my first equine piece

other new compositions.

in almost two decades.

Portrait of Bart Walter with Giraffe Trio. Photo by David Phelps
Bart’s new work Mare and Foal, shown in wax. See page 13.
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continuation

A portion of Bart’s multiple figure
installation of The Troupe on the
move at The Chattanooga Zoo.
The Troupe commissioned by NCZP.
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continued On another front, I am pleased to announce that

Ostrich Trio at the Baltimore Zoo

a private collector elected to acquire fourteen of my charcoal
drawings with plans to donate them to The National Museum
of Wildlife Art. These charcoal studies represent a selection
from my most recent solo museum exhibition. My next solo
museum exhibition highlighting the evolution of my technique is being planned for 2012.
In 2009, public institutions installed many large works. In
addition to The Troupe acquired by the Hunter Museum and
placed at the park entrance of the Chattanooga Zoo, I visited
the North Carolina Zoological Park where my leering vultures,
The Critics, are now perched atop a

I am grateful to have
found time to develop
new works and to
visit with collectors.

massive boulder. Closer to home,
the Maryland Zoo in Baltimore has
installed an entire suite of ten
sculptures. Joining Otter Rocks and
the Polar Bear are the Two Hunting
Lioness, Ostrich Trio, Grooming
and Reclining Cheetahs, Mountain

Silverback, a Coiled Snake and a pair of toads! I look forward
to summertime, when I can share these works on a special
studio guided tour with visiting collectors and friends.
In the midst of all the activity, I am grateful to have found
time to develop new works and visit with collectors. It is
intriguing to see the sculptures created this year reflecting
both my own pace and musings on parenthood. There are
more sculptures in the studio in various states of completion.
In fact, I am taking one to the foundry today. If I enjoy
momentum, it is due to the hard work of the excellent people
surrounding and supporting me. I feel blessed with such
support and so many opportunities.
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The Foundry: Art Amongst the Cinder Blocks
By Bucky Edgett
I headed to New Arts Foundry on a

arms and into the new ceramic mold.
“Oh!” I said, “The lost …” The manager

blistering hot Baltimore summer day.

reproduction was made of Bart’s original

Tucked in a classic working neighborhood,

clay model, and I mean perfect. Then the

wax gets lost, when we bake the mold.

the foundry’s cinder block building was

wax pieces have a trumpet shape

Out here.” He beckoned, and we walked

baking inside and out. Inside, I was met

attached to them with arm-like tubes.

right back into the big, hot casting room,

by a four foot wide squat cylinder spewing

This whole weird assembly is coated in

full circle. “Here the molds are baking,

flames out its top. Nearby, a big metal

the ceramic slurry, with a quirky device

and the wax is burning out.” he said. I

nodded, “Lost wax process, except the

box was held up on a motorized lift,

that spits course, grey glop all over the

was shown the big metal box on the

while a blue hot flame seared the bottom.

wax. There, in the entirely grey slurry

forklift, with the flame under it.

It was hot, but it was going to get hotter.

room, I realized that the molten bronze

I peered through a scratched window
and saw Bart’s sculptures right away, The
Troupe, destined for The Hunter Museum
of American Art. The foundry’s manager
wandered through a pair of swinging
doors. It took a minute to convince him
that I actually wanted to see everything,
to get the grande tour. He first led me to
an air-conditioned part of the foundry
and walked me through the process.
Some of the many steps of reproducing
an artist’s sculpture are, making a rubber
mold, then a wax version; then coating
the wax version in “slurry” to create a
secondary mold.
Bronze poured at New Arts Foundry
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Somehow, through all these earlier
processes, a perfectly faithful wax

Finally it all came together. It was a

was going to be poured into that

ballet, an art form all its own. The precise

trumpet, gurgle through those weird

interplay of all these materials, Bart’s

It was a ballet, an art form all its own.
malleable clay, the liquid rubber solidifying, brittle plaster,
sludgy slurry fired until hard, burning wax, molten metal.
The precision being maintained through all these permutations of liquid and solid, the dismemberment and careful
assembly, and positive and negative reproductions simply
flabbergasted me.
Foundry workers put on metalized aprons, face shields and
huge leather gloves. The workers took the now blazing hot
ceramic molds and embedded them in the large sand box
with their trumpets pointing up. Electric winches pulled a
large crucible and hoisted it over to the sand box. The

Bart inspects the first casting of Trotting Lion in wax.
A close-up reveals the remarkable fidelity of the casting.

workers used a handle to carefully tip the glowing crucible
over each trumpet, jockeying the winch into position for each
treacherous pour. Brilliant orange molten bronze streamed
into the trumpets and the sculpture molds buried in the sand.
Eventually the casting was over, the doors were opened
and new, cooler air entered the room. I thanked everyone for
their time and patience with my questions as the cleaning up
began. As I was going home, I wondered at the beauty of the
molten bronze, the precision and care, the mess of unfinished
castings all piled up; slag heaps, bars of bronze, a symphony,
a modern, industrial ballet amongst the cinder blocks.
Bucky Edgett is the website designer
for The Studio of Bart Walter.
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Open Studio: Time with a Master Storyteller
By Pamela Zappardino
The shadows were getting longer and there was a chill in the

A life-size clay Striding Cougar attracted our attention as she

mid-November air. Inside Bart Walter’s studio it was warm. Red

sauntered, off to the side, inviting us into the sculpting process.

wine breathing, hot cider simmering, a menagerie of bronze

Bronze otters entwined and glinted in the low sun that

animals greeted guests as they arrived.
For the second year, The Studio of Bart Walter hosted a twoday Open Studio Event. A rare opportunity for guests to enter
Bart’s usually private world, where he offers insights into his
artistic process.
Located in the aptly named hamlet of Pleasant Valley,

streamed through the studio windows. An entire herd of
giraffes made wonderful shadow theater on the wall, with their
spindly forms in a regal procession.
There was a cow moose, in all her awkward beauty, acquired
by someone who just couldn’t resist. The juxtaposed Blue
Heron nesting herons were sold before the event even begun,

Maryland, The Studio of Bart Walter is perfectly situated in a

through a special Open Studio window in the Bart Walter

wooded area along a stream. A life-sized bronze gorilla holds

website, created expressly for those who could not make the

court in a clearing. Visitors approach down a winding road that

journey. One of Bart’s resident Bengal cats, posed within a

transitions them from their everyday world into one where
nature and art hold sway.
Here, everyone gets a chance to observe Bart in his element,
to understand a bit more about his nature and his art. There
were a number of local visitors, intrigued by a public art project
he is doing in his hometown. There were friends, family, fans
and some who were seeking to acquire the work for the first time.
Smiles and toasts abounded, and conversation flowed freely.
Old friends got together and made new ones. Bart’s sculptures
captured everyone’s imagination, as did his drawings, some
beautifully framed, others in luxuriously large sheets, pulled
from long flat drawers; masterful, two-dimensional insights
Ishmael (1995) presiding over the landscape at the studio.
Bronze casting 7/8 is currently available for acquisition from a
private estate. Please inquire hhatfield@bartwalter.com.
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into his journeys.

Bart makes no demands on
his subjects or his audience.
He lets them be.
sculpture, staring at bronze pigeons
perched on an architectural fragment of
a church, which just made people laugh.
Then there were the young people.

It was then I realized that Bart is, in
effect, a master storyteller, with words,
with charcoal, with clay, with bronze.
Each of his works tells a story, from

Bart’s work is sophisticated and still

beginning to almost end, not finished,

eminently accessible. It doesn’t speak

continuing, leaving possibilities; inviting

down to kids and neither does Bart. He

the viewer to join in the adventure.

talked with them about their interests;

Bart makes no demands of his subjects or

Pamela Zappardino is an art critic, a freelance writer, a photographer, and the
Co-Founder of the Ira and Mary Zepp Center
for Nonviolence and Peace Education.

showing them how his sculptures are

his audience. He lets them be. This is

built, demonstrating with his maquettes

evident in the genuine enthusiasm with

cabinet of concepts and studies.*

and armatures on which he layers the

which people respond to his art. It was

The studio cat Dumai with Sanctuary*

clay, getting more and more animated as

evident at his annual Open Studio

Mara Procession 2009,

he talked. It was fascinating, to watch

because people didn’t want to leave. And

35.5 x 12.5 x 13” high / edition: 10

and listen as guests drifted over and

for once a year at this special time, Bart

Bart explains his sculpting process to

formed a half circle around Bart, hanging

was thrilled to have them stay.

young visitors.*

on every word.

Guests enjoy a tour of Bart’s fascinating

* photographs by Pamela Zappardino
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Cougars in Context
Sculptures from Bart Walter’s Cougar Family are at home in
their surroundings at the residence of a private collector.
Striding Cougar 2008, 68 x 13 x 45 / edition: 6
Stalking Cougar 2008, 73 x 28 x 14 / edition: 6
Playing Cougars 2008, 65 x 55 x 64 / edition: 6
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New Works
In order to present the most recent works
of Bart Walter, all the sculptures are
shown in their original wax state as Bart
created them (with the exception of
Wrestling Bears). All the works shown in
wax will be cast in their entirety including
the base on which they were sculpted.
These will be finished in variations of
the traditional French brown patina.
For additional information and photos of
these sculptures, please contact
Hilary Hatfield, 717-630-2437 or
hhatfield@bartwalter.com.
Elk and Calf 2009,
8 x 7 x 7 ½ / edition: 12

Bull Moose Maquette 2009,
20 x 7 ¾ x 15 / edition: 12

Mare and Foal 2009,
15 x 7 x 12 ½ / edition: 12

Wrestling Bears 2009,
4 ½ x 4 x 5 / edition: 12

Trotting Lion 2009,
18 ½ x 6 ½ x 8 ¾ / edition: 12
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Events & Exhibitions
Saturday, June 12
TOUR OF BART WALTER SCULPTURES
at The Maryland Zoo and Lunch at the
Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore, MD
Enjoy the morning at the Maryland Zoo
where you will tour the grounds with Bart
Walter and Curator Karl Kranz. Our guests
will see ten individual life-size works in
bronze and the animals that inspired Bart to
create works such as Samson and Giraffe
Trio. Then have lunch at Gertrude’s at the
BMA and visit the museum’s Barye Collecton
and sculpture garden. Reservations
required. $50 per person. Limit 24 guests.
RSVP by May 27: 717-630-2437 or
hhatfield@bartwalter.com

July 30 – October 17
UNDER THE WESTERN SKIES:
Gerald Peters Gallery, Santa Fe, NM
A focus show featuring the works of Arturo
Chavez, Kenneth Bunn, John Encinias,
Walter Matia, Matt Smith and Bart Walter.
Bart Walter’s new works Mare and Foal, Elk
and Calf, Cougar Family/Playing Cougars
and Striding Cougar Maquettes, along with
Rutting Bison and Otter Knot will be
exhibited in this group show on art of the
American west. For additional information
visit www.gpgallery.com

September 1 – 25
THE LORE OF LIONS:
Sculpture and Drawings by Bart Walter
The Scott Center Gallery, Westminster, MD
An exhibition focusing on Bart Walter’s
drawings and sculptures of African lions,
with journal entries and photos of the artist
creating works of art that depict these
captivating creatures. This exhibition will
coincide with the dedication of Wild
Imaginings at the Carroll County Public
Library. For information visit
www.carrollcc.edu.
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October 2 – 31
EXTREME PLEIN AIR:
Sculpture and Drawings by Bart Walter
Delaplaine Visual Arts Center, Frederick, MD
An exhibition of Bart Walter’s inspired plein
air sculptures and sketches from the wilds of
Africa and North America; paired with
excerpts from the artist’s journals and
photos of his dedicated work in extreme
contexts with unpredictable subjects.
Curator: Hilary Hatfield, MICA 82’.
Artist’s Reception: October 2 ,
from 3 – 5 p.m., with a lecture at 2 p.m.
For additional information visit
www.delaplaine.org

November 13 – 14
OPEN STUDIO EVENT at
The Studio of Bart Walter, Westminster, MD
See Bart’s working space, his sculptures and
drawings. Guests may also tour the Walter
home and private collection.
Reservations are required 717-630-2437.
See article on Page 8 .
Kenyan Grasslands / Charcoal Drawing/ 2007
Giraffe Trio 2009, 18 x 18 x 34 / edition: 6

Travel with Bart
September 2011
A WILDLIFE EXCURSION
WITH BART WALTER
in Yellowstone’s Gallatin Mountains
Join Bart Walter and professional Yellowstone Guide Kip Saile on an exclusive
camping trip on horseback in the Gallatin
Mountains of Yellowstone National Park.
Explore the trails and enjoy the great
outdoors on this very special small group
5 -day adventure; learning wilderness
techniques, horsemanship, leave no-trace
camping and the history of Yellowstone’s
amazing wildlife. Watch Bart sculpt and
draw and join him for conversation and
gourmet meals prepared by Rockin HK in
the open air. Novice riders are welcome.
Space is limited to 7 guests.
For information:
717-630-2437 or
hhatfield@bartwalter.com

NEW DESIGN for www.bartwalter.com Enjoy new features on the Bart Walter website
such as a Google Map that locates all of Bart’s public art installations, as well as museums
and organizations which have Bart’s work in their collections. The new website also
features a Flash gallery of Bart’s portfolio and a Video Library with helpful YouTube links
with videos about Bart’s projects and exhibitions.
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edition: 3

